
THREE POINT MOUNTED TEDDERS
4 & 6 Rotors

LYBRA 
 420 - 540 - 580 - 640



Robust and safe pivoted 
attachment

The robustness of Lybra makes it perfect 
for any type of forage:
- Automatic locking of three point hitch for 
safe transport on the road.
- Double headstock dampener for perfect 
stability while working and on the road. 
- Safe on curves and perfect alignment 
with the tractor.

Homogeneous spreading for 
quality forage

The small diameter rotors and tine-carrying 
arms that intersect perfectly between 
themselves ensure homogeneous 
spreading.
The tines of different lengths produce 
precise spreading and always guarantee 
a clean product.
Excellent adaptation to the ground thanks 
to the reduced distance between tines 
and the wheels. 

Fast and easy adjustments

Operating on the forks is possible to 
adjust the direction of the wheels, so the 
spreading angle of the machine (useful 
along field edges).



THREE POINT MOUNTED TEDDERS 
4 & 6 rotors 

LYBRA 420 - 540 - 580 - 640

Hydraulic closing system

Once over the work on the fi eld, the 
side arms of the tedder can be lifted to 
transport position (shown in picture below) 
hydraulically from tractor’s seat. 
There’s no need to leave tractor’s cabin, 
mount protections or rotate parts of 
machine: safety locks engage automatically 
when side frames reach transport position. 
LYBRA 580 and 640 are equipped with a 
road lights and signalisation kit as standard.

Additional support wheel 
(optional)

A front wheel mounted on the three point 
hitch, adjustable in height, which ensures 
a perfect following of terrain profi le.

Wheel defl ectors (optional)

LYBRA 580 and 640 can be equipped 
with wheel defl ectors which avoid the 
product to wrap on the forks; spreading 
it’s easier and hay has better quality.
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TONUTTI WOLAGRI S.p.A.

Technical data LYBRA 420 LYBRA 540 LYBRA 580 LYBRA 640
Hitch category three point mounted / Cat. I-II

Type of connection Pivoting

Working width DIN - cm 420 540 580 640

Transport width - cm 230 250 290 300

Number of rotors 4 4 6 6

Number of arms per rotor 6 6 6 6

Axle adjustable fixed wheels adjustable fixed wheels adjustable fixed wheels adjustable fixed wheels

Tyres size 15x6.00-6 16x6.50-6 16x6.50-6 16x6.50-6

Required power (kW/hp) 29/40 29/40 36/50 36/50

PTO Shaft standard

Folding in transport position hydraulic vertical folding - turnable heads hydraulic vertical folding

Wheel deflectors na optional

Light and Road signal kit na standard

Safety protections standard

Double headstock dampener standard

Hydraulic equipement 1 SE

Weight - Kg 460 530 830 850

THREE POINT MOUNTED TEDDERS
4 & 6 rotors 

The WOLAGRI range: High PERFORMANCE, QUALITY AND RELIABILITY

ARIES range

FW range

ORION range

T12 range

EOS range

VEGA range

Head Office 
and Production Plant  
Via Gino Tonutti 3 - 33047
Remanzacco (UD) Italy
Phone + 39 0432 667015
Fax + 39 0432 668282
info@tonuttigroup.com

Production Plant  
Via Veneto 12/A - 46029
Suzzara (MN) Italy
Phone +39 0376 51211
Fax +39 0376 522215
info@tonuttigroup.com

Tonutti U.S.A. Inc
1655 Panama Street
Memphis, TN 38108
Phone (901) 385 8841
Fax (901) 385 8288
info@tonuttiusa.com

Tonutti Russia T.W. Limited
3 Tekhnicheskaya Street
Perm, 614070 Russia
Phone 007 3422 909096
Fax 007 3422 909096
twltd@perm.ru

TONUTTI WOLAGRI S.p.A. reserves the right to make changes or add improvements at any time without notice. 
The information contained here in is general in nature and is not intended for specific application purposes.


